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Burn Bright Nov 09 2020 A handsome prince. A dangerous wolf shifter. And a quest to hunt a mysterious firebird... Neva Bane knows better
than to enter the Gravenwold Woods. Monsters and witches lurk there, and those who enter don't come out. But when a handsome young prince
arrives in her village, on a quest to hunt the firebird within the woods, Neva has no choice but to guide him—or see her ailing father
forced to do so instead. The king is dying. The only thing that can save him is the heart of the firebird. But the deeper into the forest
they go, the more Neva learns about the firebird's secrets... Neva must sabotage the hunt if she's to prevent a magical war, but her only
potential allies are a wolf shifter who drives her crazy, and a witch with an agenda of her own. Can Neva save her world from the darkness
they've unleashed—or is it too late? Join USA Today bestselling author, Bec McMaster, on a journey through a dark fairytale where a young
huntress clashes with a powerful curse that could destroy everything she loves... Download this epic coming-of-age fantasy filled with
magic and breathtaking romance, today!
Thief of Dreams Mar 02 2020 Twenty prospective brides. One prince. Who will survive when the competition turns deadly? When Prince Keir of
the Court of Dreams sends out a summons in search of a bride, the Wraith King sees a chance to steal the powerful Dragon's Heart. He sends
his best thief, Zemira Az Ghul, to penetrate the court as one of the potential brides. All Zemira wants is freedom from the chains that
bind her to the king, and if she finds the relic she'll have it. But the Court of Dreams is more dangerous than she ever expected, and
Zemira must soon choose between her freedom—and her heart.
Mortal Engines #1 Aug 19 2021 Mortal Engines launched Philip Reeve's brilliantly imagined creation, the world of the Traction Era, where
mobile cities fight for survival in a post-apocalyptic future. The first instalment introduces young apprentice Tom Natsworthy and the
murderous Hester Shaw, flung from the fast-moving city of London into heart-stopping adventures in the wastelands of the Great Hunting
Ground. Repackaged with a stunning double cover and eye-catching new look that features the famous recycled 'Old-Tech' of Reeve's fantastic
world.
The Clockwork Menace May 28 2022 Friends, partners, and professionals. So just why is this case coming between them? In a Victorian London
ruled by the blood-drinking elite, Perry Lowell is a logical and accomplished Nighthawk: a rogue blue blood who tracks murderers and
thieves for the Guild. So when she and her charming-but-reckless partner, Garrett, are charged with finding a missing theatre starlet, it
should be a simple solve. But with an entire theatre of suspects, including a flirtatious understudy and whispers of a Clockwork Menace
haunting the place, tension is brewing between the pair of them. Can they come together to solve the case—or will it be too late, when the
murderer turns his gaze on Perry herself? This London Steampunk novella deals with a couple before their romance (HEA in Forged By Desire)
so while their may be certain feelings, don't expect any kisses. Only angst... London Steampunk series: —Gaslamp Fantasy Romance
—Historical Romance —Steampunk Romance —Fantasy Romance —Paranormal Romance —Vampire Romance —shifter romance —friends to lovers
Quantum Steampunk Aug 07 2020 "The science-fiction genre known as steampunk juxtaposes futuristic technologies with Victorian settings.
This fantasy is becoming reality at the intersection of two scientific fields-twenty-first-century quantum physics and nineteenth-century
thermodynamics, or the study of energy-in a discipline known as quantum steampunk"-Curse of Darkness Jun 16 2021 The Darkness is coming… Iskvien must face her darkest challenge yet, in order to save her world. Her
husband.
The Burned LandsTrilogy Boxed Set Jun 04 2020 Three cursed shifters tied together by revenge. Can love heal them? Find out in the complete
boxset of this explosive, action-packed post-apocalyptic series. NOBODY’S HERO Alpha shifter, Lucius Wade, lives only for revenge. But when
he kidnaps Riley in order to lure an old friend into a trap, suddenly the tables are turned. Riley has no intentions of being bait, and she
tempts him in ways he hasn't felt for a long time. He's never played the hero, but suddenly a part of him wants to…. This alpha might have
met his match in the hard-headed blonde, but can he become the hero she insists upon? Or is he destined to watch his mate walk away
forever? THE LAST TRUE HERO Cursed shifter, Adam McClain, never thought himself the hero. Shunned by his friends when they discovered the
truth of his curse, he's managed to find work as a bounty hunter. Mia Grey learned the hard way that men can't be trusted, and when McClain
strides into her bar she knows trouble just walked in. Tempting as he is, Mia's staying far away. But when a horde of reivers captures her
sister, the only person Mia can turn to is the one man who tempts her to break all of her rules. THE HERO WITHIN Can this villain become
her hero? Eden McClain is devastated when the salt plague sweeps through her town. Suddenly she's racing against time to find a cure before
it's too late. To get it, she needs a guide. And she's just desperate enough to turn to the man who once betrayed her. Johnny Colton is
finally free of the brutal alpha who tortured him. The easiest way to deal with the past? Just stop caring. Which is working perfectly for
the rugged shifter, until a beautiful ghost from the past rigs a trap for him. Can two past enemies fall in love?
Evernight Mar 14 2021 Holly Evernight belongs to a very special family of inventors. They have nobly served the Society for the
Suppression of Supernaturals for generations. And Holly may have the most special creative powers of them all. But her skills are about to
be tested as she tries to save the life of a half-man-half-machine whose clockwork heart is ticking down to the bitter end... William
Thorne was a rebel, a hired assassin for the SOS's greatest rival, before he was taken, tortured and transformed. Now his mind and soul
battle with his body as he becomes less and less human. But the true fight for his humanity will be waged within his heart.
London Steampunk: The Blue Blood Conspiracy Boxset 1-3 Nov 02 2022 Standing between London and a deadly plot against the throne, are the
dangerous spies and femme fatales that form the Company of Rogues... that's if they don't kill each other first. MISSION: IMPROPER Entire
families have gone missing in the East End. When Caleb Byrnes receives an invitation to join the Company of Rogues as an undercover agent
pledged to protect the crown, he jumps at the chance to find out who, or what is behind the disappearances. Hunting criminals is what the
darkly driven blue blood does best, and though he prefers to work alone, the opportunity is too good to resist. The problem? He's partnered
with Ingrid Miller, the fiery and passionate verwulfen woman who won a private bet against him a year ago. Byrnes has a score to settle,
but one stolen kiss and suddenly the killer is not the only thing Byrnes is interested in hunting. THE MECH WHO LOVED ME Blue bloods are
dying from a mysterious disease, which should be impossible. Ava suspects there's more to the case than meets the eye. There’s just one
catch—she’s ordered to partner with the sexy mech, Kincaid, who's a constant thorn in her side. Kincaid thinks the only good blue blood is
a dead one. He's also the very last man she would ever give her heart to… which makes him the perfect candidate for an affair. The only
rule? It ends when the case does. But when an attempt on her life proves Ava might be onto something, the only one who can protect her is
Kincaid. Suddenly the greatest risk is not to their hearts, but whether they can survive a diabolical plot that threatens to destroy every
blue blood in London—including Ava. YOU ONLY LOVE TWICE First rule of espionage: don't ever fall in love with your target. Five years ago,
Gemma Townsend learned the hard way what happens when you break this rule. Love is a weakness she can never afford again. When offered a
chance at redemption, the seductive spy is determined to complete her assigned task: to track down a dangerous assassin known as the
Chameleon. But as her investigation leads Gemma into a trap, she's rescued by a shadowy figure she thought was dead—Obsidian, the double
agent who once stole her heart. Can Gemma ever trust her heart again? Or is history doomed to repeat itself? Because it soon becomes clear
the Chameleon might be closer than they realize... and this time Gemma is in the line of fire. James Bond meets Dracula... Join USA Today
bestselling author, Bec McMaster, on a thrilling ride through a steam-fuelled London in this three-book boxset. Download this sexy
paranormal romance trio filled with explosive secrets, diabolical devices and breathtaking romance today! The Blue Blood Conspiracy London
Steampunk series: —Gaslamp Fantasy Romance —Historical Romance —Steampunk Romance —Fantasy Romance —Paranormal Romance —Vampire Romance
—shifter romance
Kiss of Steel Jul 30 2022 "Action, adventure, steampunk, and blazing hot seduction...Bec McMaster offers it all."—Eve Silver, author of
Sins of the Flesh A brilliantly creative debut where vampires, werewolves, and clockwork creatures roam the mist–shrouded streets of
London... When Nowhere is Safe Most people avoid the dreaded Whitechapel district. For Honoria Todd, it's the last safe haven. But at what
price? Blade is known as the master of the rookeries—no one dares cross him. It's been said he faced down the Echelon's army
single–handedly, that ever since being infected by the blood–craving he's been quicker, stronger, and almost immortal. When Honoria shows
up at his door, his tenuous control comes close to snapping. She's so...innocent. He doesn't see her backbone of steel—or that she could be

the very salvation he's been seeking.
Kiss of Steel Jul 06 2020 Honoria Todd has no choice. Only in the dreaded Whitechapel district can she escape the long reach of the Duke
of Vickers. But seeking refuge there will put her straight into the hands of Blade, legendary master of the rookeries. No one would dare
cross him, but what price would he demand to keep her safe? Original.
Hexbound Nov 29 2019 It should have been an easy task... Verity Hastings has a little trick; she can find anything, no matter where it's
hidden. It's a skill that's kept her safe and fed all the way from the orphanages and workhouses of her youth. But when she steals a
mysterious item for a masked man, she knows the con is on her this time. In order to protect herself from his associates, she can turn to
only one person: Adrian Bishop, the sorcerer she stole the relic from. Scarred recluse, Adrian Bishop, is rarely surprised anymore. But
when a rather enticing little handful turns up on his doorstep claiming to be his mysterious thief, he doesn't know what to think. He needs
the relic back, no matter the cost, and he's not above using Verity to find it. But as Verity begins to sneak under his guard, for the
first time in years there's a ray of light in his dark world. He will do anything to protect her–anything–but can Verity ever love him once
she learns the truth of his darkest secret? HEXBOUND is the second story in Bec McMaster's steamy Dark Arts trilogy set against the
stunning backdrop of Victorian-era London. If you like heartwarming, sexy and adventurous paranormal romances with a tortured hero, you’ll
love sharing the journey with Verity and Bishop.
London Steampunk: The Blue Blood Conspiracy Books 4-6 Oct 01 2022 Join USA Today bestselling author, Bec McMaster, on a thrilling ride
through a steam-fuelled London in this three-book boxset. TO CATCH A ROGUE An impossible heist. A thief and a rogue. But will she steal his
heart, instead? The Company of Rogues finally knows the identity of the mastermind behind a plot against the queen—but their enemy is still
one step ahead of them. When he kidnaps one of theirs, the Rogues plan a daring rescue mission that will lead them into the heart of the
bloodthirsty Crimson Court. It's a job for a master thief, and there's nothing Charlie Todd likes more than a challenge. To pull off the
impossible, Charlie needs a crew, including the only thief who's ever been able to outfox him. Lark's spent years trying to forget her
past, but the one thing she can't ignore is the way a single smile from Charlie still sets her heart on fire. When he proposes they work
together again, it feels just like old times, but she has one rule: this is strictly business. DUKES ARE FOREVER A compromising situation
forced him into marriage. But has his wife been working for the enemy all along? The Duke of Malloryn knows his nemesis has finally
returned to enact his plans of revenge. Malloryn can trust no one, and when incriminating photographs surface—of an enemy agent stealing a
kiss from his wife—he is forced to question just why Adele trapped him into marriage. Is she an innocent pawn caught up in a madman's
games, or is she a double agent working against him? The only way to discover the truth is to seduce her himself... FROM LONDON, WITH LOVE
With London finally at peace, there is only one threat remaining to the stability of the monarchy…. The queen is without an heir. Queen
Alexandra is done with marriage, but as always, the Duke of Malloryn has a plan. With Malloryn insisting upon an heir for the realm,
Alexandra reluctantly agrees to accept a husband. But who? Alexandra’s feelings for her dearest friend Sir Gideon have always been warm,
but a stolen kiss pushed a friendship into dangerous waters. How can she explain that she has never known desire before? How can she stand
to be in the same room as Gideon, without betraying her feelings? And how can she marry someone else? But there’s an assassin on the loose,
and while she may currently be at odds with Sir Gideon, he’s the only man who can save both her wounded heart—and the future of the realm.
Foreign princes and meddling dukes, bedamned. Download this sexy paranormal romance trio filled with explosive secrets, diabolical devices
and breathtaking romance today!
Infernal Devices Dec 23 2021 The classic Steampunk novel from the creator of the term itself – thirty years ago this month. When George
Dower’s father died, he left George his watchmaker’s shop – and more. But George has little talent for watches and other infernal devices.
When someone tries to steal an old device from the premises, George finds himself embroiled in a mystery of time travel, music and sexual
intrigue. File Under: Steampunk
The Sunken Sep 07 2020 “… one of the most original books I’ve ever read.” – I Heart Reading “One of my most enjoyable reads of this year,
cracking along at high speed and using intriguing ideas to create a world that’s like a cracked mirror version of our own history.” –
BookieMonster In the heart of London lies the Engine Ward, a district forged in coal and steam, where the great Engineering Sects vie for
ultimate control of the country. For many, the Ward is a forbidding, desolate place, but for Nicholas Thorne, the Ward is a refuge. Deep
within the bowels of the Ward, Nicholas can finally escape his strange affliction – the thoughts of animals that crowd his head. The
shadows of his past hang over him, forcing him to remain hidden alongside the Stokers – a forgotten people who toil day and night to keep
the boilers of the Ward constantly firing, so that the engine of progress may continue to hum. But rebellion is stirring within the ranks
of The Stokers, led by Nicholas' childhood friend, the brilliant engineer, Isambard Kingdom Brunel. Forbidden to do the work that brings
him his only joy, Brunel innovates in secret, his mind growing ever more twisted by the desire for knowledge. Battles rage in the shadows
of bizarre buildings at the heart of this nightmarish alternative London. As men transform into flesh-eating monsters, Nicholas and Brunel
seek a way to restore peace – will London's salvation come from a mechanical army, or on the backs of prehistoric beasts? The Sunken is the
first book in the Engine Ward fantasy series by S C Green. For fans of China Mieville and Neal Stephenson who want to explore the clash of
religion, technology, and bestiary in a city on the cusp of industrial revolution. metaphysical fantasy, dark fantasy, epic fantasy, grim
dark, steampunk, science fiction, alternate history, Victorian, Georgian, London, dragons, dinosaurs, zombies, vampires, dystopian, gothic,
historical fantasy
Storm of Fury Aug 26 2019 The old eddas speak of dreki—fabled creatures who haunt the depths of Iceland's volcanoes and steal away fair
maidens. Bryn wants none of such myths. Accused of a crime she didn’t commit, the former Valkyrie was exiled to the mortal realm over a
century ago. Now a battle-hardened mercenary, when she’s offered a glimpse of redemption—a written confession that will finally clear her
name—nothing will stand in her way. All she has to do is find Marduk, a missing dreki prince, and deliver him in chains to the dreki
princess he once dishonoured. And a trio of dragon-hunters is going to lead her right to him…. Find a missing dreki prince. It will be fun,
they said. Fierce dragon-hunter Tormund Sigurdsson knows better. But the second he lays eyes on Bryn he thinks the gods have finally smiled
upon him. After watching his cousin find love with his fated mate, all Tormund wants is an epic love story of his own. The gorgeous,
curvaceous redhead is every single one of his dreams woven into flesh—even if she’s determined to keep him at arm’s length. There’s just
one little problem…. She’s working for the enemy.
Promise of Darkness Dec 31 2019 Princess. Tribute. Sacrifice. Is she the one prophesied to unite two warring Fae courts? Or the one bound
to destroy them? In a realm ruled by magic, the ruthless Queen of Thorns is determined to destroy her nemesis, the cursed Prince of
Evernight. With war brewing between the bitter enemies, the prince forces Queen Adaia to uphold an ancient treaty: she will send one of her
daughters to his court as a political hostage for three months. The queen insists it’s the perfect opportunity for Princess Iskvien to end
the war before it begins. But one look into Thiago’s smoldering eyes and Vi knows she’s no assassin. The more secrets she uncovers about
the prince and his court, the more she begins to question her mother’s motives. Who is the true enemy? The dark prince who threatens her
heart? Or the ruthless queen who will stop at nothing to destroy him? And when the curse threatens to shatter both courts, is her heart
strong enough to break it?
Steampunk Jun 24 2019 Features artwork, sculptures, and gadgets created by artists inspired by the steampunk culture and movement, along
with a history of the culture's growth and profiles of the artists.
Master of Storms Jan 12 2021 The old eddas speak of dreki—fabled creatures who haunt the depths of Iceland's volcanoes and steal away fair
maidens. Solveig wants none of such myths. Mated—and spurned—by the devilishly handsome Prince Marduk, the furious dreki princess refuses
to be the laughingstock of her court. Marduk will beg for her forgiveness. Or he will die. A political alliance that ended in ruins….
Marduk’s evil mother bound him to mate with one of the daughters of King Harald, but when Marduk chooses the fierce-tongued Solveig, even
he is surprised. The princess is known for her ruthlessness—the son her father never had—and when he promises to be a mate in name only and
leaves her alone and wanting in the mating bed, she swears revenge. But there is something about Solveig’s wild nature that stirs the heart
of his dreki. And with his court and family at the mercy of a powerful curse, he needs all the allies he can get. But can she forgive him
for playing recklessly with her fate? And will two clashing hearts ever learn to yield to each other? Legends of the Storm books feature: —
dragon shifter romance — fated mates — Viking and Norse mythology — alpha shifter romance — And touches of historical fantasy
Storm of Desire Jan 30 2020 The old eddas speak of dreki--fabled creatures that haunt the depths of Iceland's volcanoes and steal away
fair maidens. Haakon wants none of such myths. For years he's searched for the beast that stole his wife, desperate to slay the golden
dreki and rescue his precious Árja. He has sacrificed everything to find her--including his honor--but now Haakon knows the truth. His
entire marriage was a lie. The woman he knew as his wife was no victim, but the dreki herself. And when he finally tracks down the
deceitful princess, there will be a reckoning of passion and glory... She came to him on a storm... Long ago, Árdís gave her heart to a
mortal man, despite knowing it could only end in tragedy. When her clan summoned her home, she had no choice but to leave--or see her
husband pitted against her vicious cousin, Sirius. When Sirius insists upon a betrothal that will help him gain the dreki throne, she is
forced to flee--straight into the arms of the now-ruthless dragon hunter she once called husband. But can Haakon ever forgive her deceit?
And can she save him from a spurned dreki prince who would see them both dead?
My Lady Quicksilver Apr 26 2022 "McMaster's characters are beautifully drawn and the tension between them is completely smoking... [a]
dark, menacing and strangely beautiful world." - RT Book Reviews Determined to destroy the Echelon she despises, Rosalind Fairchild is on

seemingly easy mission. Get in. Uncover the secrets of her brother's disappearance. And get out. In order to infiltrate the Nighthawks and
find their leader, Blue Blooded Sir Jasper Lynch, Rosalind will pose as their secretary. A dangerous mission, but Rosalind is also the
elusive Mercury, a leader in the humanist movement. But she doesn't count on Lynch being such a dangerously charismatic man, challenging
her at every turn, forcing her to re-evaluate everything she knows about the enemy. He could be her most dangerous nemesis-or the ally she
never dreamed existed. A stunning, action-filled paranormal romance, Bec McMaster's London Steampunk novels will appeal to fans of Gail
Carriger, Kristen Callihan's Darkest London series, and the Blud series by Delilah Dawson. RITA finalist Bec McMaster's London Steampunk
series: Kiss of Steel, Book 1 Honoria's last hope is the most dangerous man in London's underworld, and she may be his last hope as well
Heart of Iron, Book 2 Will would do anything to protect Lena, including fighting his love for her, but seducing her may be the only way to
save her My Lady Quicksilver, Book 3 Rosalind risks her life, and her heart, to get close to the one man who could find and free her
brother. But will he? Forged by Desire, Book 4 RITA finalist, When Perry fled her thrall contract and joined the Nighthawks, she thought
she would be safe, but danger is stalking her again Of Silk and Steam, Book 5 Mina has sworn revenge for her father's death, but the man
she plans to destroy could be her own undoing, or the salvation of all London What readers are saying about My Lady Quicksilver: "twists
and turns, vampires, revenge, passion, suspense and romance" "If you enjoy Steampunk, romance and paranormal romance than you are in for a
real treat." "absolutely stunning" "Full of action and intrigue, this story is perfect!" "humor and red hot romance" What reviewers are
saying about My Lady Quicksilver: "Rich, dramatic, romantic, and dangerous..." - Publishers Weekly "wildly imaginative, richly textured
world building... the perfect choice for readers who like their historical romances sexy, action-packed, and just a tad different." Booklist "The blend of steampunk, paranormal, suspense and romance is so well crafted into a riveting story" - Delighted Reader "a taste of
paranormal, shifter, steampunk and romance all stewed in a recipe to be savored and not rushed through. " - Coffee Time Romance
"beautifully crafted and immerses the reader in a fantastic story." - Worlds of Words What everyone is saying about Bec McMaster: "a must
read for paranormal fans and steampunk fans alike. 5/5 Stars, Reviewer Top Pick" - Night Owl Reviews "richly imagined, gritty and dark, and
full of hot heroes and hot sex... utterly delicious. " -Smart Bitches, Trashy Books "Action, adventure, steampunk, and blazing hot
seduction...Bec McMaster offers it all."-Eve Silver, author of Sins of the Flesh
Flames and Fated Mates Oct 21 2021 Welcome to the McMasterverse. Escape the ordinary with these six steamy first-in-series fantasy and
paranormal romances, all contained in one amazing box set! From wicked fae princes to powerful dreki shifters, dangerous vampires, cursed
alpha shifters, demons and sorcerers, there’s a McMaster hero to whet every fantasy romance reader’s appetite. If tales of fated mates,
epic quests, fairy tales, forbidden romance, and enemies-to-lovers make you weak at the knees, then this box set is for you! Find the
following in Flames and Fated Mates: PROMISE OF DARKNESS (Dark Court Rising #1) A fairy tale twist inspired by the Hades and Persephone
myth. He was supposed to be a wicked prince. The enemy. But from the moment my mother was forced to gift me to him as part of a peace
treaty, I knew he was meant to be mine.... When the Queen of Thorns sends her daughter, Iskvien, as war prize to an enemy prince, she puts
a knife in Vi’s hand and tells her she could end the war between their two countries with one strike. But one look into this wicked fae
prince’s eyes and Vi knows she’s no assassin. THIEF OF DREAMS (Court of Dreams #1) Twenty brides. One prince. Who will survive when the
competition turns deadly? When Prince Keir of the Court of Dreams sends out a summons in search of a bride, the Wraith King sees a chance
to steal the powerful Dragon's Heart. He sends his best thief, Zemira Az Ghul, to penetrate the court as one of the potential brides. Get
in. Steal the relic. Don’t get chosen as his bride. Should be easy, right? HEART OF FIRE (Legends of the Storm #1) The old eddas speak of
dreki—fabled creatures who haunt the depths of Iceland's volcanoes and steal away fair maidens. Prince Rurik intends to claim Freyja, but
to do so he must take mortal form. It's the only time dreki are vulnerable, and with a dragon-hunter arriving on the shores of Iceland, he
can barely afford the risk—but lonely Freyja, with her elf-cursed eyes and pragmatic soul, tempts him in ways he's never felt before.
MISSION: IMPROPER (London Steampunk: The Blue Blood Conspiracy #1) He promised her vengeance. She threatened to steal his heart instead….
Caleb Byrnes works best alone. The cold and brooding blue blood is the best tracker the Guild of Nighthawks has, and he rules the vampiric
craving within him with an iron hand. Nobody escapes him. Nobody gets the better of him. And nobody has ever come close to unleashing the
hunger within him. Until now…. Ingrid Miller is the one who got away. The passionate and fiery verwulfen bounty hunter once worked a case
with him—and left him tied to his bed. Naked. When they’re partnered together on a new case, Byrnes finally sees his chance to have his
revenge. He will have her in his bed and he will ruin her with his kisses, and vengeance will be so, so sweet. SHADOWBOUND (Dark Arts #1)
When a powerful relic goes missing from a secret society, Ianthe Martin is charged with finding it at all costs. She needs help, but all
clues point to someone on the inside being the thief. The only sorcerer she knows that can't possibly be involved is the very man she saw
locked in Bedlam a year ago... When the seductive Miss Martin appears in his cell, Lord Rathbourne fears he's finally lost his mind. The
devilish sorceress played a hand in his incarceration, and now she comes asking for help? Perhaps she should begin by begging for mercy...
NOBODY’S HERO (Burned Lands #1) Cursed alpha shifter, Lucius Wade, lives only for revenge. But when he kidnaps Riley in order to lure an
old friend into a trap, suddenly the tables are turned. Riley has no intentions of being bait, and she tempts him in ways he hasn't felt
for a long time. He's never played the hero, but suddenly a part of him wants to…. One click now to dive into six seductive worlds and
escape the ordinary!
Steampunk Nov 21 2021 What is steampunk? Fashion craze, literary genre, lifestyle - or all of the above? Playing with the scientific
innovations and aesthetics of the Victorian era, steampunk creatively warps history and presents an alternative future, imagined from a
nineteenth-century perspective. In her interdisciplinary book, Claire Nally delves into this contemporary subculture, explaining how the
fashion, music, visual culture, literature and politics of steampunk intersect with theories of gender and sexuality. Exploring and
occasionally critiquing the ways in which gender functions in the movement, she addresses a range of different issues, including the
controversial trope of the Victorian asylum; gender and the graphic novel; the legacies of colonialism; science and the role of Ada
Lovelace as a feminist steampunk icon. Drawing upon interviews, theoretical readings and textual analysis, Nally asks: why are steampunks
fascinated by our Victorian heritage, and what strategies do they use to reinvent history in the present?
The Real World of Victorian Steampunk Jul 26 2019 In the last few decades, steampunk has blossomed from being a rather obscure and littleknown subgenre of science fiction into a striking and distinctive style of fashion, art, design and even music. It is in the written word
however that steampunk has its roots and in this book Simon Webb explores and examines the real inventions which underpin the fantasy. In
doing so, he reveals a world unknown to most people today. The Real World of Victorian Steampunk shows the Victorian era to have been a
surprising place; one of steam-powered airplanes, fax machines linking Moscow and St Petersburg, steam cars traveling at over 100 mph,
electric taxis and wireless telephones. It is, in short, the nineteenth century as you have never before seen it; a steampunk extravaganza
of anachronistic technology and unfamiliar gadgets. Imagine Europe spanned by a mechanical internet; a telecommunication system of
clattering semaphore towers capable of transmitting information across the continent in a matter of minutes. Consider too, the fact that a
steam plane the size of a modern airliner took off in England in 1894. Drawing entirely on contemporary sources, we see how little-known
developments in technology have been used as the basis for so many steampunk narratives. From seminal novels such as The Difference Engine,
through to the steampunk fantasy of Terry Pratchett’s later works, this book shows that steampunk is at least as much solid fact as it is
whimsical fiction.
To Catch a Rogue Sep 19 2021 An impossible heist. A thief and a rogue. But will she steal his heart, instead? The Company of Rogues
finally knows the identity of the mastermind behind a plot against the queen--but their enemy is still one step ahead of them. When he
kidnaps one of theirs, the Rogues plan a daring rescue mission that will lead them into the heart of the bloodthirsty Crimson Court. It's a
job for a master thief, and there's nothing Charlie Todd likes more than a challenge. To pull off the impossible, Charlie needs a crew,
including the only thief who's ever been able to outfox him. He broke her heart. But now she must risk it all to save his life... Lark's
spent years trying to forget her past, but the one thing she can't ignore is the way a single smile from Charlie still sets her heart on
fire. When he proposes they work together again, it feels just like old times, but she has one rule: this is strictly business. It's
Charlie's last chance to prove he can be trusted with her heart. But Lark's keeping a deadly secret. And as passions are stirred and the
stakes mount, it might be the kind of secret that could destroy them all...
The Steampunk Gazette May 04 2020 Tells the story of the 1980s pop culture movement inspired by early Victorian science fiction that
developed into an international lifestyle movement, having its own distinctive art, fashion, home decor, music, and social events.
From London, With Love Jun 28 2022 With London finally at peace, there is only one threat remaining to the stability of the monarchy...
The queen is without an heir. Queen Alexandra is done with marriage, but as always, the Duke of Malloryn has a plan. With Malloryn
insisting upon an heir for the realm, Alexandra reluctantly agrees to accept a husband. But who? With Europe's most eligible bachelors in
London to attend her exhibition, she finds herself pining for the only man who has never betrayed her. The only man she wants. And the one
man she cannot have. A queen's duty is never done. Alexandra's feelings for her dearest friend, Sir Gideon, have always been warm, but a
stolen kiss pushed a friendship into dangerous waters. How can she explain that she has never known desire before? How can she stand to be
in the same room as Gideon, without betraying her feelings? And how can she marry someone else? But there's an assassin on the loose, and
while she may currently be at odds with Sir Gideon, he's the only man who can save both her wounded heart—and the future of the realm.
Foreign princes and meddling dukes, bedamned.
Nobody's Hero Sep 27 2019 First rule of surviving the Wastelands: don't be caught out after the sun sets... After her father was killed in

a warg attack, Riley Kincaid was forced to stand on her own two feet in the brutal Wastelands she calls home. She knows how to survive, but
when a lapse in judgment leaves her out after dark, Riley realizes she's in trouble. The sun has set, the monsters are out to play, and
there's a band of reivers heading straight for her settlement. Riley needs to warn her people, but that's before she runs a handsome
stranger down in her jeep. A stranger who might not be a man after all... Kidnapping her was the worst mistake he ever made. Dangerous
outlaw, Lucius Wade, lives only for revenge. But when he kidnaps Riley in order to lure an old friend into a trap, suddenly the tables are
turned. Riley has no intentions of being bait, and she tempts him in ways he hasn't felt for a long time. He's never played the hero, but
suddenly a part of him wants to. When dangerous secrets are revealed, and Luc realizes an old enemy is on his trail, he's forced to change
his plans. The hunter is suddenly the hunted, and the only allies he has... is a stubborn blonde who thinks there should be more to live
for than revenge, and the ex-friend who shoved a knife in his back ten years ago.
Gender and Sexuality in Contemporary Popular Fantasy Apr 14 2021 This book explores the ways in which contemporary writers, artists,
directors, producers and fans use the opportunities offered by popular fantasy to exceed or challenge norms of gender and sexuality,
focusing on a range of media, including television episodes and series, films, video games and multi-player online role-play games, novels
and short stories, comics, manga and graphic novels, and board games. Engaging directly with an enormously successful popular genre which
is often overlooked by literary and cultural criticism, contributors pay close attention to the ways in which the producers of fantasy
texts, whether visual, game, cinematic, graphic or literary texts, are able to play with gender and sexuality, to challenge and disrupt
received notions and to allow and encourage their audiences to imagine ways of being outside of the constitutive constraints of socialized
gender and sexual identity. With rich case studies from the US, Australia, UK, Japan and Europe, all concentrating not on the critique of
fantasy texts which duplicate or reinforce existing prejudices about gender and sexuality, but on examining the exploration of or attempt
to make possible non-normative gendered and sexual identities, this volume will appeal to scholars across the social sciences and
humanities, with interests in popular culture, fantasy, media studies and gender and sexualities.
Heart of Iron Feb 22 2022 "Heart of Iron is so impressive, it deserves a seal of excellence! Like moths to a flame, readers will be drawn
to the world and characters McMaster has created. Make room on your keeper shelves..."—Fresh Fiction Second in a thrilling steampunk
paranormal romance series, Lena Todd is pretty and vivacious, which makes her the perfect spy against the Echelon. But when she finds
herself in too deep, she'll find herself at the mercy of Will Carver, the only man she can't wrap around her finger and whose kiss she
can't forget. Lena Todd makes the perfect spy. Nobody suspects the flirtatious debutante could be a sympathizer for the humanist movement
haunting London's vicious blue blood elite. Not even the ruthless Will Carver, the one man she can't twist around her little finger, and
the one man whose kiss she can't forget... Stricken with the loupe and considered little more than a slave-without-a-collar to the blue
bloods, Will wants nothing to do with the Echelon or the dangerous beauty who drives him to the very edge of control. But when he finds a
coded letter on Lena—a code that matches one he saw on a fire-bombing suspect—he realizes she's in trouble. To protect her, he must seduce
the truth from her. With London on the brink of revolution, Lena and Will must race against time—and an automaton army—to stop the humanist
plot before it's too late. But as they fight to save a city, the greatest danger might just be to their hearts... A fresh, suspensful
paranormal romance, Bec McMaster's London Steampunk novels will appeal to fans of Gail Carriger, Kristen Callihan's Darkest London series,
and the Blud series by Delilah Dawson. London Steampunk Series: Kiss of Steel (Book 1) Heart of Iron (Book 2) My Lady Quicksilver (Book 3)
Forged by Desire (Book 4) Of Silk and Steam (Book 5) What readers are saying about Heart of Iron: "A clever and entertaining combination of
historical romance, steampunk, paranormal and alternate history." "a vastly unique and utterly vivid world that transports readers into
another place." "a perfect mix of action, romance and steampunk!" "a little dark and a lot dangerous." "Steampunk, romance, paranormal,
suspense this book literally had it all." What reviewers are saying about Heart of Iron: "An engrossing, thrilling sequel." — Tynga's
Reviews "Intriguing... [readers will] love the sexy, action-packed narrative. " — Publishers Weekly "McMaster's second London Steampunk
Book dazzles and seduces... will leave readers breathless. 4 1⁄2 Stars, Top Pick of the Month! " — RT Book Reviews What everyone is saying
about Bec McMaster: "a must read for paranormal fans and steampunk fans alike. 5/5 Stars, Reviewer Top Pick" — Night Owl Reviews "richly
imagined, gritty and dark, and full of hot heroes and hot sex... utterly delicious. " —Smart Bitches, Trashy Books "Action, adventure,
steampunk, and blazing hot seduction...Bec McMaster offers it all."—Eve Silver, author of Sins of the Flesh
London Steampunk: The Blue Blood Conspiracy Complete Series Boxed Set Aug 31 2022 Standing between London and a deadly plot against the
throne, are the dangerous spies and femme fatales that form the Company of Rogues... that's if they don't kill each other first. MISSION:
IMPROPER Entire families have gone missing in the East End. When Caleb Byrnes receives an invitation to join the Company of Rogues as an
undercover agent pledged to protect the crown, he jumps at the chance to find out who, or what is behind the disappearances. Hunting
criminals is what the darkly driven blue blood does best, and though he prefers to work alone, the opportunity is too good to resist. The
problem? He's partnered with Ingrid Miller, the fiery and passionate verwulfen woman who won a private bet against him a year ago. Byrnes
has a score to settle, but one stolen kiss and suddenly the killer is not the only thing Byrnes is interested in hunting. THE MECH WHO
LOVED ME Blue bloods are dying from a mysterious disease, which should be impossible. Ava suspects there's more to the case than meets the
eye. There’s just one catch—she’s ordered to partner with the sexy mech, Kincaid, who's a constant thorn in her side. Kincaid thinks the
only good blue blood is a dead one. He's also the very last man she would ever give her heart to… which makes him the perfect candidate for
an affair. The only rule? It ends when the case does. But when an attempt on her life proves Ava might be onto something, the only one who
can protect her is Kincaid. Suddenly the greatest risk is not to their hearts, but whether they can survive a diabolical plot that
threatens to destroy every blue blood in London—including Ava. YOU ONLY LOVE TWICE First rule of espionage: don't ever fall in love with
your target. Five years ago, Gemma Townsend learned the hard way what happens when you break this rule. Love is a weakness she can never
afford again. When offered a chance at redemption, the seductive spy is determined to complete her assigned task: to track down a dangerous
assassin known as the Chameleon. But as her investigation leads Gemma into a trap, she's rescued by a shadowy figure she thought was
dead—Obsidian, the double agent who once stole her heart. Can Gemma ever trust her heart again? Or is history doomed to repeat itself?
Because it soon becomes clear the Chameleon might be closer than they realize... and this time Gemma is in the line of fire. TO CATCH A
ROGUE An impossible heist. A thief and a rogue. But will she steal his heart, instead? The Company of Rogues finally knows the identity of
the mastermind behind a plot against the queen—and when he kidnaps one of theirs, the Rogues plan a daring rescue mission that will lead
them into the heart of the bloodthirsty Crimson Court. It's a job for a master thief, and there's nothing Charlie Todd likes more than a
challenge. To pull off the impossible, Charlie needs a crew, including the only thief who's ever been able to outfox him. He broke her
heart. But now she must risk it all to save his life... DUKES ARE FOREVER A compromising situation forced him into marriage. But has his
wife been working for the enemy all along? The Duke of Malloryn can trust no one, and when incriminating photographs surface—of an enemy
agent stealing a kiss from his wife—he is forced to question just why his wife, Adele, trapped him into marriage. Is she an innocent pawn
caught up in a madman's games, or is she a double agent working against him? The only way to discover the truth is to seduce her himself...
FROM LONDON, WITH LOVE With London finally at peace, there is only one threat remaining to the stability of the monarchy…. The queen is
without an heir. Queen Alexandra is done with marriage, but as always, the Duke of Malloryn has a plan. With Malloryn insisting upon an
heir for the realm, Alexandra reluctantly agrees to accept a husband. But who? With Europe’s most eligible bachelors in London to attend
her exhibition, she finds herself pining for the only man who has never betrayed her. The only man she wants. And the one man she cannot
have. James Bond meets Dracula... Join USA Today bestselling author, Bec McMaster, on a thrilling ride through a steam-fuelled London in
this complete series boxset. Download this sexy paranormal romance series filled with explosive secrets, diabolical devices and
breathtaking romance today!
The Anubis Gates Oct 09 2020 Brendan Doyle is a twentieth-century English professor who travels back to 1810 London to attend a lecture
given by English romantic poet Samuel Taylor Coleridge. This is a London filled with deformed clowns, organised beggar societies, insane
homunculi and magic. When he is kidnapped by gypsies and consequently misses his return trip to 1983, the mild-mannered Doyle is forced to
become a street-smart con man, escape artist, and swordsman in order to survive in the dark and treacherous London underworld. He defies
bullets, black magic, murderous beggars, freezing waters, imprisonment in mutant-infested dungeons, poisoning, and even a plunge back to
1684. Coleridge himself and poet Lord Byron make appearances in the novel, which also features a poor tinkerer who creates genetic monsters
and a werewolf that inhabits others' bodies when his latest becomes too hairy.
The Difference Engine May 16 2021 The computer age has arrived a century ahead of time with Charles Babbage's perfection of his Analytical
Engine. The Industrial Revolution, supercharged by the development of steam-driven cybernetic Engines, is in full and drastic swing. Great
Britain, with her calculating-cannons, steam dreamnoughts, machine-guns and information technology, prepares to better the world's lot . .
.
Clash of Storms Apr 02 2020 The old eddas speak of dreki—fabled creatures who haunt the depths of Iceland's volcanoes and steal away fair
maidens. Malin wants none of such myths. As a half-blooddreki, she's beneath the notice of the arrogant warriors who rule the skies—except
for Sirius Blackfrost, the most ruthlessdreki within the court.This dark prince watches her every move, but he's more villain than hero,
and inher favourite fairy tales the servant never earns the prince's heart. But is there something more to the look in the Blackfrost's
eyes? To love her would be to curse her to a fate worse than death... The second he saw her, Sirius knew her for his fated mate. But Malin
is a nobody in the drekicourt, and her very presence is a threat to his queen's ambitions for him. Forced to hide the truth and accept the

match his queen has made for him—to mate with the princess Malin serves— he dares not reveal his heart. But when the princess flees, he
must find her—and his only clue is Malin, who aims to thwart him at every step. With danger surrounding them, they must forge a truce. But
can she ever give this wicked prince her heart? Because, while Sirius's kiss burns through her like lightning, to love him would be to defy
the stars themselves… Join USA Today bestselling author, Bec McMaster, on a seductive journey through a mythic land, with a wicked prince
who's never played the hero, a servant girl with a fate larger than she can believe, and an evil queen who threatens to tear them apart.
Download this epic historical fantasy filled with magic and breathtaking romance today!
Fogbound Mar 26 2022 London 1899, a ruined city under martial law. It was just another bounty job for Simmons - recover a killer escaping
beyond the massive walled city, while avoiding the toxic red fog and the tainted creatures who make their home Fogside since the failed
Martian Invasion of '94. When he stumbles across a dastardly plot to overthrow Empress Victoria, the hunter becomes the hunted. With the
brutal military police on his trail, he needs to gather others to his cause, learn who is responsible for this treason and keep the Empire
he loves from plunging into eternal darkness. But in the darkest and most fogbound areas of the flooded London streets, a sinister
intelligence watches, biding its time until the hour of reckoning is at hand.
Forged by Desire Feb 10 2021 "Edgy, dark, and shot through with a grim, gritty intensity, McMaster's latest title adds to her mesmerizing
steampunk series with another gripping, inventive stunner."-Booklist, starred review for Heart of Iron A FEAR SHE CAN'T ESCAPE Ten years
ago, Perry fled her thrall contract to find sanctuary among the Nighthawks. In that time, she's become a respected woman of the Guard, and
she's wanted Garrett Reed for as long as she can remember. But when a new case takes a chillingly familiar turn, Perry finds herself once
again in the path of a madman...only this time, there's nowhere left to run. A DESIRE THAT CAN'T BE TEMPERED Out of their depth and racing
against time, Perry and Garrett must learn to trust the desire sparking between them...or risk losing themselves forever to the darkness
stalking London's streets.
Tarnished Knight Jan 24 2022 In the steam-fuelled world of Victorian London, vampires, werewolves and slasher gangs stalk the night and a
man made partly of metal is about to discover just how far he’ll go to protect the woman he loves… After a vicious vampire attack left him
struggling to leash the dark urges of the craving virus, John ‘Rip’ Doolan, thinks he’s finally starting to master the darkness within. The
only thing that threatens to shatter his hard-won control is Esme, his closest friend and the only woman he’s ever wanted. If the stubborn
beauty ever realised precisely what was going through his mind, their friendship would be ruined… For six months Esme has waited for Rip to
recover and take her as his thrall, not daring to hope for more. Too afraid to put her heart on the line, she’s devastated when Rip reveals
that he never had any intentions of making her his. But when a savage gang of Slashers start causing havoc in Whitechapel, Rip and Esme
have no choice. They must face up to the depth of the passion that burns between them and forge a new relationship… or risk losing each
other forever.
Seduced By Darkness Dec 11 2020 He fell in love with the woman of his dreams, but he never realized what that love would cost him. When a
dark prince attends the Lammastide rites, he lays eyes on his fated mate. The problem? She’s his enemy’s daughter. A novella about the
original meeting of Prince Thiago and Princess Iskvien. Author highly recommends reading AFTER Promise of Darkness. The Dark Court Rising
series: —Fantasy Romance —Fae princes —Paranormal Romance —Fated Mates —Royal romance —Enemies-to-lovers romance
Thief of Souls Jul 18 2021 What cost will she pay to save her soul? After failing to return with the Dragon’s Heart, Zemira is sent by her
father to infiltrate the Court of Blood, in search of the mythical cauldron that contains the power of the long-lost dragon kings. But her
deal with Prince Keir bears dangerous consequences—for Keir is determined to gain the cauldron himself. Caught between two deadly enemies,
can Zemira save herself? And will Keir ever forgive her for the deception she played upon him? Join USA Today bestselling author, Bec
McMaster, on a dangerous quest with a heroine determined to forge her own fate—though Zemira never counted on a wickedly alluring prince
who may or may not be her ally. Read this epic fantasy filled with magic and breathtaking romance today!
The Hero Within Oct 28 2019 As the only healer in a war-stained town, Eden McClain is devastated when the salt plague sweeps through the
wastelands she calls home. Suddenly she's racing against time to save her people—and her niece—before it's too late. When she hears
whispers of a cure, she knows she can't cross the dangerous Wastelands by herself to get it. She needs a guide. And she's just desperate
enough to turn to a man who once betrayed her. Redemption comes at a price... After years living on the leash of a dangerous psychopath,
Johnny Colton is finally free, but that doesn't mean he can wash the blood off his hands. The easiest way to deal with the past? Just stop
caring. Which is working perfectly for the rugged outlaw, until a beautiful ghost from the past rigs a trap for him. The last person he
wants to see is the woman who haunts his dreams, but as Eden points out, he owes her one. The only problem? This plague is man-made.
Someone unleashed it. Are they walking into a dangerous trap? And can two past enemies learn to trust each other enough to survive?
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